Since the advent of relativity, it is widely accepted that the law of conservation of energy must include the energy created by disintegration of matter, or converted into matter. The aim of the present paper deals with the insertion of this concept into the basic equations of thermodynamics.
Introduction
The first evocation of a link between thermodynamics and relativity seems to have been advanced by R.C. Tolman in 1928 [1] . In view of a photo now presented in Wikipedia [2] it can be imagined that he had the possibility to discuss directly this question with A. Einstein.
In the recent years, the same general topic has been treated by several authors.
Some of them are mentioned in the section References [3] - [8] . The reading of their papers often requires a solid background in theoretical physics. Contrasting with this situation, the explanations presented below can be easily understood by scientists having a basic knowledge in classical thermodynamics. We will begin the discussion with the process of gas expansion into vacuum and the observation that its classical interpretation raises a problem.
one part contains a gas noted 1, while the other part has been evacuated and the vacuum is noted 2.
If the piston, previously locked (initial state), is liberated we know that it will move until the gas fills the whole system (final state).
In the usual interpretation of the process, the adopted reasoning can be summarized as follows. The system being isolated, its internal energy, noted U, is considered as constant, implying the relation:
Inside the system, if we apply to the gas the work equation:
we are led to write: 2 gas gas dW P dV = −
Having P 2 = 0 (since P 2 is the pressure of the vacuum), the obtained result is:
As concerns the change in heat, designated dQ , the usual proposal is:
because we don't conceive that the gas can exchange heat with the vacuum.
If we suppose that, inside the system, the possible exchanges of energy are limited to work and heat, the equation corresponding to the change in internal energy takes the form:
One of the postulates implicitly admitted in thermodynamics is that the change in internal energy of a system passing from an initial state A to a final state B is independent of the level of irreversibility of the process. Knowing that the conditions of reversibility are characterized by the relations:
(where T i is the internal temperature and dS the change in entropy)
(where P i is the internal pressure and dV the change in volume) this is a way to say that, even in conditions of high irreversibility, the sum dQ + dW is supposed to have the same value as the sum T i dS − P i dV, itself often written TdS − PdV. The consequence is that, for a determined process, the term dU in Equation (6) is interpreted as being always equal to the term dU in equation:
itself often written:
Referring to the gas evoked above, and taking into account the information J.-L. Tane Journal of Applied Mathematics and Physics given by Equation (4) and Equation (5), this is a way to say that we can write successively: 0 gas gas gas dU dQ dW = + = (11) 0 gas gas gas gas gas dU T dS P dV = − = (12) Therefore the change in entropy of the gas is given by the relation: gas gas gas gas
Remembering that T is in Kelvin (absolute temperature), all the terms of Equation (13) appear to be positive, with the consequence that the term gas dS is positive too.
At this stage of the discussion, the important point to keep in mind is that the change in entropy of the gas is positive (Equation (13)) while its internal energy is considered constant (Equation (11)), as well as the internal energy of the whole system (Equation (1)). The same can be said for the vacuum, knowing that it represents the difference between the whole system and the gas.
Although this interpretation is classically admitted, it raises a problem that can be introduced as follows. Let us imagine that instead of being a vacuum, the second part of the system contains a gas whose initial pressure is P 2 . Applying Equation (2) to both parts, we get: 
The conclusion of this observation is that when an isolated system is composed of two parts having a mutual exchange of work, its mechanical energy W increases, inducing an increase in its internal energy U. In such conditions, the ability of having the relation 0 syst dU = , suggested by Equation (1), requires that inside the system another kind of energy, namely its thermal energy Q, goes decreasing. The expected information is therefore an argumentation showing that the change in heat of the system obeys the relation:
and more precisely:
Before seeing if it is possible, it can be noted through Equation (15) that, for a given value of P 1 , the product ( ) is all the greater as the value of P 2 is small. The highest value of dW syst is reached when P 2 = 0, that is when the second part of the system is a vacuum, a situation corresponding to the case initially considered. Admitting that there is no exchange of heat between the gas and the vacuum (as suggested by the proposal 0 gas dQ = given by Equation (5)), the internal energy of the system appears to be entirely conditioned by the relation 0 syst dW > and therefore leads to the conclusion:
Obviously, we are confronted to a problem because this result does not agree with the postulate 0 syst dU = (Equation (1)) classically admitted for an isolated system.
As will be seen below, we are confronted to the same kind of problem when we consider the process of a heat exchange between two parts of an isolated system.
The Process of Exchange of Heat Between Two Parts of an Isolated System
Let us consider an isolated system divided into two parts separated by a fixed diathermic wall. In the initial state, we suppose that part 1 contains 1 liter of water at T i = 10˚C (283 K), while part 2 contains 3 liters of water at T i = 50˚C (323 K). We know that the natural evolution of this system will consist in an exchange of heat between both parts, until they reach the same final temperature T f .
The classical intepretation of the process can be summarized as follows.
The system being isolated, its internal energy is considered as constant,
proposal which obeys the relation 0 syst dU = , numbered above as Equation (1).
Remembering from Equation (6) 
which implies itself:
The verification of this last proposal can be done observing that:
The final temperature can be mesured by a thermometer, or calculated using the well-known equation:
where C 1 and C 2 are the specific heat capacities of part 1 and part 2. Knowing As concerns the change in entropy, the starting equation is:
whose integration gives:
Applying Equation (27) to part 1 and part 2 leads to
Therefore, the change in entropy of the system is:
showing that the term dS syst obeys itself the relation:
In the same manner as we have seen, in Section 2, that the starting proposal 0 syst dU = (given by Equation (1)) raises a problem, we will see here that the starting proposal 0 syst dU = (isolated system) raises a similar problem. The reason is the following.
In thermodynamic textbooks, the concept of entropy is often introduced through an opposition between a reversible process and an irreversible process.
It consists in saying that:
-When a system is concerned by a reversible process, its change in entropy is defined by the relation:
where T i represents the internal temperature.
-When a system is concerned by an irreversible process, its change in entropy is defined by the relation: It is well known that, in practice, a process is always irreversible, but with a level of irreversibility more or less important. When the level of irreversibility is very low (i.e when the difference between T e and T i is very small), the term dS i tends towards zero and Equation (31) tends towards Equation (30).
In contrast with the term dS i , the term dS e , designated as the external component of the entropy, is defined as:
Using these conventions, which were introduced in physical-chemistry by J.
W. Gibbs, the condensed expression of Equation (31) takes the form:
The term dQ having the same value in Equation (31) and Equation (32), (as will be verified hereafter) we can be tempted to think that, for a heat exchange, we have necessarily the relation:
Concerning this topic-which is the fundamental point of the present discussion-it can be noted that when a liter of water is heated from 283 K to 313 K (case examined above), the usual calculation of ΔQ is effectively independent of the level of irreversibility of the process. We get the same value 125520 J Q ∆ = when the water is directly put in contact with a thermostat at 313 K, or heated progressively by contact with several heat sources at different temperatures, or by contact with another mass of water (such as the part 2 just considered) whose own temperature is decreasing from an initial value to the final value 313 K.
Despite the fact that this interpretation is widely admitted and seems correct, the attention is called on the fact that Equation (31) Combining the fact that dS i is positive with the fact that T e is an absolute temperature, the additional term designated dQ add appears to be necessarily positive.
From a comparison between the energy Equation (34) and Equation (35), and taking into account the information already given by the entropy Equation (30) and Equation (31) If we apply the integrated form of Equation (37) to both parts of the considered system, we must take into account the following peculiarities:
-For part 1: T e being the external temperature, it is the temperature of part 2, but more exactly its average temperature that can be noted 2 * T . Its value is: 
Obviously, such a result is not in adequacy with the conventional conception of thermodynamics, which lies on the idea that, in the case of an isolated system, the term called dQ add is necessarily nil, since no energy can be added or deducted.
Referring to this situation, some complementary observations are given below.
The Link between Thermodynamics and Relativity
It is well known that the difficulties encountered in learning thermodynamics J.-L. Tane Journal of Applied Mathematics and Physics are more conceptual than mathematical. Referring to the process just examined (heat exchange between two parts of an isolated system), the problem seems related to the fact that, if the entropy Equation (31) is totally accepted, its translation under the form of the energy Equation (34) and Equation (35) is generally absent from thermodynamic textbooks or courses.
The cause of this situation is probably the apparent impossibility to detect a physical symptom proving the reality of the energy symbolized by the designations T e dS i or dQ add .
We have seen with Equation (39) Remembering that for a system concerned by both an exchange of heat and an exchange of work, the change in internal energy dU is defined as:
it appears that we have necessarily:
This proposal concerns indifferently a system exchanging energy with its surroundings or an isolated system which is the seat of an internal exchange of energy.
Taking into account that an isolated system is defined as having no exchange of energy with its surroundings, and that 0 rev dU = , it seems that the inequality 0 irr dU > must be systematically substituted to the equality 0 irr dU = usually admitted.
Of course, we easily conceive that for the creators of the thermodynamic theory, it was impossible to imagine another condition than 0 dU = for an isolated system. The situation is different today because, in the meantime, the concept of relativity has been introduced and particularly the Einstein mass-energy relation
Knowing that in this new prospect, a given amount of mass can be transformed in energy and conversely, the idea that an energy can be created (or destroyed) inside an isolated system becomes possible.
Under the light of this wider understanding, the suggestion has been advanced recently [9] [10] [11] that the doublet of Equation (34) The situation is similar for an exchange of heat because, referring to Equation 
From the theoretical point of view, the calculation of a reversible exchange in energy is nevertheless possible and is often done in themodynamics courses, particularly in the case of an ideal gas.
Concerning the nature of the energy created, and taking into account that it does not appear under the form of work or of heat, the hypothesis has been suggested that it can be a potential energy of gravitation [12] . This insight opens a possible relation between the decrease in mass of a planet and the progressive increase of its distance to other celestial bodies.
Correlatively, it has been suggested that for living matter, the term dm of Equation (46) and Equation (47) could be positive, contrasting with inert matter where this term is interpreted as being negative [13] .
Conclusions
The difficulties encountered in thermodynamics are more conceptual than mathematical. It seems that a possible answer lies in the idea that every irreversible process is an illustration of the Einstein mass-energy relation.
Equation (46) and Equation (47) are nothing but an attempt to insert this conception into the basic tools of the thermodynamic theory.
Among the other hypothesis explaining the behaviour of gaseous system, it is the one suggested by T. Yarman and A. L. Kholmetskii, based on quantum J.-L. Tane Journal of Applied Mathematics and Physics physics [14] .
